
The OS of Physical Security
Built for security teams, HiveWatch’s GSOC Operating System takes the complexity out of gathering 
information from numerous security systems using Multi-Sensor Resolution™ and machine learning.

Reduce Noise: Increase sensor accuracy, reduce false alerts, detect new threat vectors, and 
automate support tickets for faulty sensors. 

Connect Disparate Systems: Scale and aggregate data from existing access control or video 
surveillance systems (no rip & replace).

Increase Operational Efficiency: Add an intelligent orchestration layer to your existing security 
programs with operator and guard response performance metrics, while collecting data to 
power predictive threat models.

Elevate Communication: Provide security leadership with a centralized place to understand the 
performance of your physical security people and technologies.

What makes HiveWatch different?
Quick Deployment: Onboard your security program to HiveWatch in 30 days

Cloud-based: HiveWatch’s OS platform requires no additional hardware and no need to rip and 
replace current systems

Communicate Effectively: Whether it’s with your field resources or security leadership, HiveWatch 
enables proactive and efficient communication

Scale with Ease: Don’t worry about APIs, adding more people, or capital expenditures. HiveWatch 
was created to grow with your program

Direct Customer Support: You won’t be going through integrators - you’ll be working directly with 
our dedicated customer success team

Enabling intelligent physical security
The First Ever Security Fusion Platform™



Guard Mobile App
A mobile app built for your guards

HiveWatch’s Guard Mobile App connects your guards to your 
operations center without the need for expensive radio 
solutions or cumbersome call sheets. Used in conjunction 
with our Security Fusion Platform™ guards can communicate 
directly with GSOC Operators and Program Managers 
through voice messages to quickly resolve incidents.

Features:
Seamless Coordination: Guards can see when new incidents 
occur near their posts, which guards are addressing them, 
and their position to improve response tactics. 

Situational Context: Guards receive event details  
surrounding emerging incidents including precise location 
and video clips, saving valuable response time and 
increasing situational awareness. 

Analytics: Assess response performance to identify high 
performers, adjust response standard operating procedures, 
and evaluate security program designs.

Available now for download on iOS and Android

So…is it a PSIM?

Security doesn’t scale. HiveWatch does. 
Set up a discovery call today at hivewatch.com. 

HiveWatch is NOT a PSIM. Historically, PSIMs were the solution that many companies spent 
substantial financial and human resources on with little benefit. These products are often 
natively on-premise solutions, plagued by integration brittleness, cumbersome onboarding, and 
dated interfaces. HiveWatch is a cloud-native SaaS solution that is rapidly deployed, highly 
scalable, and helps organizations orchestrate their security. With a modern user experience, 
HiveWatch uses composable analytics to monitor and A/B test program design.




